A-3 wife broke down on phone because incoherent and unable to report same as all the tried to relay recent developments. A-3 morale now obviously rock bottom. A-3 believes position his family has not shifted to one extreme danger since anthug-1 now re-alerted re A-3 family problem, and as is his nature, may rapidly make decision re family. Amleo-3 fears wife will be placed under house arrest or other wise detained.

3. Amleo-3 acknowledges wife's discussion with anthug-1 was not...
DESIRED BY KUBARK AND THAT THIS ACTION HAS UNNECESSARILY COMPLICATED ALREADY DIFFICULT SITUATION. AMLEO-3 POINTS OUT HOWEVER HE POWERLESS TO STOP THIS UNILATERAL ACTION SINCE WIFE EMOTIONAL DESPERATE WOMAN WHO SEES HERSELF ABANDONED AND FORGOTTEN.

4. WAVE MOST UNDERSTANDING OF MEXI COMPLEX PROBLEM RE GAINING AUDIENCE WITH LISTENERS AND DOES NOT DESIRE ELABOR ISSUE WITH REDUNDANT REQUESTS FOR Info RE STATUS OF DISCUSSIONS. MUST POINT OUT HOWEVER THAT WAVE NOW FACED DISTINCT POSSIBILITY AMLEO-3 COMMITTING EMOTIONAL IRRATIONAL VOLITAL ACT IN IMMEDIATE FUTURE IF WE CAN'T FACILITATE ASYLUM HIS FAMILY. BELIEVE IRRATIONAL ACT WOULD MOST LIKELY BE RE-DEFORMATION. THIS WOULD BE DISASTER TO MURPHCRO PROGRAM AND REAL PSYCH Coup FOR ANTHUG-1. WAVE OBVIOUSLY DOING EVERYTHING POSSIBLE PREVENT ANY IRRATIONAL ACT BY AMLEO-3 BUT UNABLE KEEP HIM UNDER MAXIMUM SECURITY CONTROL ON 24 HOUR BASIS. VIEW THIS FACT BELIEVE WE MUST RESOLVE SCONEST ONE WAY OR ANOTHER POSSIBILITIES FOR OBTAINING ASYLUM VIA MEXI ASSETS. NEED DEFINITIVE ANSWER ON THIS PROBLEM FROM MEXI BY CLOSE OF BUSINESS 10 SEPT.

5. IF MEXI UNABLE ARRANGE ASYLUM VIA US CONTACTS, ALTERNATE SOLUTIONS ARE:

A. URUGUAYAN ASYLUM RPT URUGUAYAN ASYLUM: WIFE AMHALF-2 CURRENTLY MIAMI DISCUSSING WITH WAVE POSSIBLE ASYLUM FOR ANCANOE-3 WHICH WAVE HOPES CARRY OUT 14 SEPT. THIS OP IF SUCCESSFUL WOULD BE VALID TEST AMHALF-2 MECHANISM. THUS IF IT WORKED IT COULD BE USED CIRCA 19/20 SEPT FOR ARRANGING ASYLUM FOR AMLEO-3 FAMILY. THIS CHANNEL INVOLVES AMHALF-2 USING DIPLOMATIC CAR MAKE PICKUP OF POTENTIAL ASYLEE AT FIXED DATE, TIME AND PLACE AND TRANSPORTING PROSPECTIVE ASYLEE INTO URUGUAYAN EMBASSY PAST CUBAN MILIT A GUARDS. THIS
TECHNIQUE HAS WORKED IN PAST BUT HAS NOT BEEN USED RECENTLY DUE TO FACT

DIPLOMAT WHO MAKES PICKUP WITH DIPLOMATIC CAR CAN BE PNG'D AND

POTENTIAL ASYLLEE TAKEN FROM CAR AND ARRESTED OR SHOT. ADDITIONALLY

URUGUAYAN EMBASSY HAS BEEN USED FOR SO MANY DRAMATIC ASYLUM BIDS IN

PAST (I.E. TRUCK CRASHING GATES, ETC.) THAT GOC HAS RECENTLY PLACED

EXTRA HEAVY GUARDS AROUND THIS EMBASSY. AMHALF-2 HAS FEW FOR HIS

ASYLUM SERVICE BUT DO NOT BELIEVE IT WILL BE PROHIBITIVE. HOWEVER

AMHALF-2 IS UNSCUPULOUS TYPE AND NOT ENTIRELY DEPENDABLE THUS DESIRE

TEST THIS CHANNEL WITH AMCANOE-3 BEFORE IT IS USED FOR AMLEO-3 FAMILY.

B. MEXICAN EMBASSY RPT MEXICAN EMBASSY. AMWEE-1 HAS A LONG

STANDING SOCIAL CONTACT WITH AMLEO-3 FAMILY. ADDITIONALLY AMWEE-1

HAS LIMITED SOCIAL CONTACT WITH FERNANDO (FLORES) TEJADA, FIRST SEC

MEXICAN EMBASSY HAVANA. VIEW THIS PLAN ASK AMWEE-1 VIA NEXT COWL

TO ASSESS FLORES RECEPTIVITY HANDLE ASYLUM AMLEO-3 FAMILY FOR FIXED

FEE. THIS PLAN ENVISIONS FLORES WAITING FOR ARRIVAL AMLEO-3 FAMILY

MEXI CONSULATE ON AGREED UPON DATE TIME. IF AMWEE-1 THINKS

FLORES IS EMBRACEABLE WOULD HAVE AMWEE-1 APPROACH FLORES USING COVER

THAT EMILIO (NUNEZ) POSTUGO WAS FINANCING OP. AMWEE-1 WOULD

INDICATE NUNEZ HAS POLITICAL INFLUENCE MEXI THUS FLORES NEED NOT

FEAR BUST FROM HIS MINISTRY FOR HAVING HANDLED ASYLUM. WEAKNESS

THIS APPROACH IS FACT FLORES IS UNKNOWN FACTOR AND AMWEE-1 JUST

RECENTLY IDENTIFIED FACT FLORES COULD BE SUSCEPTIBLE TO ASYLUM

FIX PROPOSITION.

6. UPON RECEIPT MEXI REPLY RE PARA 4 WILL MAKE DECISION RE

PARA 5 OPTIONS.